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eWAVE leads the market of 100G transponder and introduces the newest fiber cleaners  

 

eWAVE, a manufacturer of WDM equipments, is getting good feedback on 100G transponder eWAVE5101. It is the world’s most 

compact 100G transponder for high capacity and long distance optical transport solutions. eWAVE5101 is popular in data centers and 

enterprises due to its compact 1U rack size and it supports up to 160km transmission when adding EDFA/DCM cards. It also enables 

upgrade of 400G by stacking the devices.  

The concept of developing 100G is to provide an optional way for rolling 100G services with cost-effective solution. It is designed to 

meet the market demands for low power consumption and rack space saving. Thus, it can reduce the overall CAPEX and OPEX. 

 

 

 

 

 

Besides, fiber optic infrastructure is becoming popular in various applications, such as internet, telephone, audio/video, broadcasting, 

security, etc. All of these applications require high reliability of fiber optic system. Indeed, the cleaning of fiber endface is very 

important to the performance and life of fiber optic system.

In order to maintain high performance of fiber optic system, we introduce our new 

product – Smart Fiber Endface Cleaner. The Japanese-made cleaner has a 

pocket size, easy to use and 1800 times usage.   

      

On the other hand, we launched a powerful new cleaner- SwiftClean Pen Cleaner. It is a 

pen-like fiber cleaner capable to clean both adaptor and connector all-in-one. The 

cost-effective and easy-to-use fiber cleaner can clean about 1000 times. 

About eWAVE Networks 

 

eWAVE is a global market leader that develops, manufactures, and markets optical transport systems in the “On-Demand” Optical 

Ethernet transport market especially Wide Ethernet and carrier Ethernet for the telecommunications and cable industries. The 

solutions cover traditional SDH/SONET, Carrier Ethernet, High capacity C/DWDM solutions as well as a common Network 

Management System.  In addition, the portfolio utilizes the power of its advanced technology to transform traditional systems into 

miniaturized, simplified, and most cost efficient systems.  For more information, please visit our website at: www.ewave.com.hk 

 

About Infinitẽ Cable System  

 

INFINITE is a leading cable solution provider in fiber optic communication, FTTH, submarine cable system, overhead transmission 

system, RF cable system and structured cabling system. Our manufacturing plants and R&D centers are accredited with 

ISO9001:2000, ISO14001:2004 and OHSAS 18001:1999 international standards.  Infinitẽ cable systems are developed for the most 

demanding applications, engineered to meet stringent standards and specifications, such as TIA/EIA, ISO/IEC and IEEE.  For more 

information, please visit our website at: www.infinitecablesystem.com  
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